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Extending /64
There are many potential solutions:
a1) ask the network operator for more address space.
a2) change provider
a3) introduce government regulation
b1) steal the uplink /64 (64share)
b2) steal multiple /64s from uplink
c) overlay. use e.g. LISP to tunnel across the access ISP to connect to an ISP that support multi-homing and larger address space.
d) MultiLink Subnet Routing. I.e. let a single /64 span multiple links. draft-thubert-6man-ipv6-over-wireless, draft-ietf-ipv6-multilink-subnets
e) NAT
f) P2P Ethernet. Hosts are not on the same physical link, so let's stop pretending they are. A consequence of that is that links
don't need subnets. Only assign addresses to hosts. draft-troan-6man-p2p-ethernet-00
g) extend the /64 bit boundary. HNCP implementations do /80s I think (forces DHCP for address assignment)
h) Variable SLAAC (openbsd and linux implementations)
i) Mobile IP with NEMO extensions.
j) IP encapsulation and a VPN gateway
Requirements:
R-1: Permissionless. Not require an action on the network operator
R-2: Arbitrary topology
R-3: Long-lived address assignments
R-4: Support bad operational practice: flash renumbering / ephemeral addressing
I would like to suggest a requirement R-5: do not use encapsulation and
do not use VPN gateways or Home Agent services. The reason is twofold:
these rdv points represent additional single points of failure. The
second reason comes from an observation of current work situation: very
often in these electronic virtual meetings the involvement of VPN
gateways induces latencies and breaks audio, or reduces its quality.
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Use-case:
3GPP V2I and V2V networking
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In V2I networking the IP-OBU in
the vehicle receives a /64 prefix
from the cellular network. This
/64 prefix can be used to form
one address for the egress
interface of the IP-OBU
(RFC8691), but can not be used to
form IP addresses for other hosts
in the vehicle.
In V2V, that /64 needs to be
further extended to vehicles
nearby.
A prefix of length longer than 64
can not be used with SLAAC
because the length of all
Interface Identifiers must always
be 64, and the length of the IPv6
is always 128bit.
A SLAAC with other than 64bit
Interface IDs is needed: a
'Variable Prefix Length SLAAC'.
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64share-V2 – an interpretation and
discussion
•
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“64share” (v1) is in RFC7278.
64share-V2 is in
draft-byrne-v6ops-64sharev2-00.txt
at https://pastebin.com/duyYRkzG
“This memo requests the 3GPP to change
this requirement to allow any prefix size less
than or equal to 64 be advertised by the
3GPP gateway RA. This change allows
the UE to be given a prefix such as a /56
using RA, which is consider sufficient for a
home network.”
A Question:
–

Another
/64
•

Probably the ‘A’ flag in RA is not set (not autonomous) in V2.
Probably some magic would allow the smartphone to form
an address even if A reset. Could same magic be able to be
used in “v1”?

Other Remarks:
–

–
–

It probably needs to allow the smartphone to form an IPv6
address starting with SLAAC from a /56, on its 4G interface.
Probably needs an IID of length 72.
The V2 is much of a trick as “v1” is, in that it delegates a
prefix to the smartphone, instead of assigning it on the link.
It has the advantage of not requiring new software on the
GGSN (no new bits in RA, no new protocol), but just modify
a configuration file in GGSN.
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RFC 6164 Recommended
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“Race to the Bottom”
One of the reasons why 6MAN has deferred removing the 64 bit boundary is due to the ISP “race to the bottom” fear that we are at the bottom
giving out /64 to mobile handsets that ISP’s will in theory do what history has shown us what was done with IPv4 where due to address
depletion issues and issues with overlapping address space ISP’s made the broadband standard to dole out /32 WAN IP which is NAT port
overloaded outside wan interface. NAT as well as CGNAT have solved issues with IPv4 shortage and overlapping ranges allowing overlapping
ranges to co-exist with NAT as well as now ISP’s due to the risk of IPv4 address depletion made the standard a /32 WAN IP with NAT port
overloaded via PAT (Port Address translation) with private 192.168.1.0/24 subnet for SOHO hosts.
IPv6 on the other hand does not have any risk of address depletion so you cannot compare what history has told us with IPv4 to IPv6 and there
is no other data point to be had.
On the other side of the spectrum with 64share we are looking now at shorter prefixes and maybe an idea of creating and RFC 6177bis that
allows a /48 per human per mobile device. Is that possible ???
https://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space/ipv6-address-space.xhtml
2001::/3 GUI
IAIA ó RIR ó ISP ó End user Allocation
RIR allocations to Service Providers:
For the massive block allocations for ISPs is it tiered like this
/32 - General Starting point for ISP allocation
/24-26 - Medium to Large
/19-20 - Exceptions and rare
Since allocations are done blockwize and not linearly you have to account for future growth so generally over allocate for growth next 20
years. So with that the much larger allocations.
With that being said let's say for a typical large ISP /24 - that would yield 16M /48s. That still is small since most large ISPs like, we Verizon we
want to scale to a billion as right now we have 150M and that's just domestic not worldwide. Safe best for large ISPs is we want to scale to the
number of humans on the planet so 7 Billion is a good number. Also that does not account for broadband. So for Verizon as an example
/48 per human is not possible.
I think /48 per user site is sensible for the much smaller ISPS with few million subscriber base but I think an impossibility at least for the larger
Verizon size ISP’s. Looking on IAIA allocation link I don't see too many RIRs getting a /12.
https://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-unicast-address-assignments/ipv6-unicast-address-assignments.xhtml
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IPv6 Addressing options - Static, DHCPv6, SLAAC
Typical addressing as it works today

Static IPv6 Addressing Defacto Standard by operators
Loopback = /128
P2P = /127 – RFC 3627
>2 host VLSM subnet masked /64-/125

For security reasons all
subnets are sized based on
maximum number of hosts
For security reasons to
create a ND Cache hard limit
To avoid ND Cache
exhaustion.
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SLAAC interoperability issue with DHCPv6
& Static Problem Statement
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